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Overview



What is ESG? 

ESG is a framework that helps stakeholders 
understand how an organization manages risks 
and opportunities around sustainability issues.

ESG has changed how capital allocation decisions 
are made by many of the largest financial 

services firms and asset managers in the world.



• Global demand for batteries is increasing, driven 

largely by the imperative to reduce climate change 

through electrification of mobility and the broader 

energy transition.

• Batteries can bring electricity to ~850 million 

people through microgrids, solar home systems 

and solar lanterns

Sustainability benefits of batteries



• McKinsey has identified 21 risks for battery value chains along ESG 

dimensions including:

• Environmental: The extraction and refining of raw materials, as 

well as cell production, can have severe environmental effects, 

such as land degradation, biodiversity loss, creation of hazardous 

waste, or contamination of water, soil, and air. Unprofessional or 

even illegal battery disposal can cause severe toxic pollution.

• Social: Unless strictly managed, operations across the battery 

value chain could have unfavorable effects on regional 

communities through violations of labor laws, child and forced 

labor, and indigenous rights, especially in emerging markets.

• Governance: Businesses in the battery value chain may encounter 

conflicts of interest or other companies with subpar management 

practices. To meet longstanding expectations for ethical 

businesses, companies must avoid financial situations involving 

corruption, bribery, funding armed conflicts, and tax evasion.

ESG Challenges for battery value chains



Battery Company Self-Governance

• Materiality Assessments 

• Climate change/carbon footprint

• Environment, Health & Safety

• Energy management

• Water intensity

• Materials sourcing

• End of life management

• Diversity & inclusion

• Talent attraction

• Human rights (working hours, child labour etc)

• Fair competition and antitrust

• Community engagement

Addressing ESG concerns in battery value chains- Self Governance 

Battery Company Target Setting & Reporting 

Other companies have included specific targets related to product design



Sectoral ESG programmes of relevance to battery value 

chains

• Global Battery Alliance Principles and Battery Passport

• Cobalt Action Partnership (CAP)

• RMI Cobalt Refiner Due Diligence Standard

• Copper/Nickel/Zinc/Moly Mark

• London Metals Exchange passport

All focus on Lithium-Ion supply chains…….but equally relevant to lead 

batteries

Addressing ESG concerns in battery value chains- Self Governance 



EU Battery Regulation Materiality 

First global regulation to establish full lifecycle approach from mining 

to EoL and ensures that batteries placed on EU market consider 

global ESG issues

• Product safety

• Producer responsibility

• Electrochemical performance/efficiency 

• Climate change impacts/carbon footprint

• Hazardous material risk

• Responsible sourcing and ESG risks of supply chain [but restricted to 

Li, Co, Ni, graphite)

• Recycled content

• Collection and recycling rates

• Equivalent conditions for treatment of exported battery waste

• Supported by new EU corporate sustainability due diligence 

Regulation and sustainability reporting standards that establish 

new ESG requirements 

Addressing ESG concerns in battery value chains- Regulation 

EU Battery Regulation Targets

• Maximum life cycle carbon footprint thresholds 

• Minimum use of recovered materials in battery 

manufacturing

• Minimum recycling efficiencies and material recovery 

target for Pb, Co, Ni, Li, Cu

• Collection targets (waste portable and LMT only)



• Although external focus has undoubtably been on sustainability of 

Li-ion, if lead chemistry is to be part of the future global battery 

mix, then will need to be included in company  ESG reporting 

• Many battery manufacturers (Clarios, Enersys, GS Yuasa…) have 

recently undertaken ESG materiality assessments, established  

targets and now report publicly 

• However,  employee blood lead data is the only is target for which 

sectoral value chain targets have been established

• Appears to be gap in sectoral response to  communicating and 

responding to ESG issues related to lead battery value chains that 

can undermine positive sustainability profile that can be associated 

with the product

Is ESG relevant to lead-battery value chains? 



• Lead batteries possess many sustainability attributes that are often 

forgotten due to pollution concerns that have damaged reputation:

• Currently best example of a battery delivering a circular economy

• High collection rates (~100%)

• Highly efficient recycling process delivering battery grade raw 

materials

• Strategic autonomy for raw material supply not impacted by 

geopolitical issues

• New batteries manufactured with high recycled content (>80%)

• Due to local recycling, manufacturing has relatively low carbon 

footprint compared to alternatives (in EU, 12V Pb manufacturing 

6X lower GWP cf LFP)

• Sourcing of primary raw materials covered by LME standard

• But poor recycling practices continue to dominate the narrative

Lead Batteries Sustainability Profile - a reminder



• Lead battery 360° is more than Industries commitment to 

supporting improvements in lead battery recycling in low- and 

middle-income countries

• Also aims to providing a framework for a  verified company site 

ESG assessment, and sectoral reporting

• All ESG governance challenges identified for batteries are 

covered by the Performance Expectations linked to the seven 

Guiding Principles of Lead battery 360°

• Also includes additional focus on management of lead exposures 

& emissions

• The Associated KPI’s developed would also allow for collective 

reporting of progress against commitments

• The question still to be answered is whether companies see 

benefits in implementing this sectoral assurance framework to 

increase trust in stakeholders that lead battery value chain ESG 

issues are being managed

ESG- Lead Battery 360°



• This presentation is based upon the following reports

• A Vision for a Sustainable Battery Value Chain in 2030,  WEF Sept 2019 

[https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_A_Vision_for_a_Sustainable_Battery_Value_Chain_in_2030_

Report.pdf]

• Battery 2030: Resilient, sustainable, and circular, McKinsey January 2023 

[https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/battery-2030-resilient-

sustainable-and-circular]

• Does ESG really matter—and why?, McKinsey August 2022 

[https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/sustainability/our-insights/does-esg-really-matter-and-why]

• Accelerating toward net zero: The green business building opportunity, McKinsey June 2022 

[https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/sustainability/our-insights/accelerating-toward-net-zero-the-

green-business-building-opportunity] 

• Green Deal: EU agrees new law on more sustainable and circular batteries to support EU's 

energy transition and competitive industry, EU Commission December 2022 

[https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_7588] 
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